
BENEFITS OF A MARIJUANA GROW KIT 

 

 

A marijuana grow tent kit offers numerous benefits: 

• Complete setup: A marijuana grow kit comes as a complete weed 

growing setup. All needed equipment is included. Common features are 

fans and filters to regulate ventilation and air quality, grow lights and 

reflective inner material interior to enhance lighting. Most marijuana 

grow kits also include equipment like pumps, timers, nutrients, pH 

adjusters and grow media. 

• Cost-effective: Marijuana grow tent kits make good financial sense, 

especially for the beginner or small-scale weed grower. At first the 

price of a marijuana grow kit may seem high. However, when you add 

up the price of the included components, you will be pleasantly 

surprised. 

• Less risky: Setting up an indoor marijuana grow can be risky 

business. You can fall into many unforeseen traps. Unless you are an 

expert, you don’t known if the grow tent, lights, cooling system and 



other components will match each other. The components that go into 

marijuana grow kits, on the other hand, are selected by expert growers 

who have experimented and know exactly what works perfectly with 

what. 

• Optimal space-light balance: Marijuana grow kits include tents of 

exactly the right size for optimal internal reflectivity for the included 

lighting. 

• Objective specific: Grow tents by their very nature are spaces 

created specifically for the purpose of growing plants. The marijuana 

grow tent kit is optimized for this sole purpose. A cabinet, room, 

basement or other space that has been converted into a grow space 

has its own complexities and peculiarities that need to be taken into 

account. 

• Controlled environment: It is easy to control and adjust conditions 

in the compact space of a marijuana grow kit. Lighting, temperature, 

humidity and ventilation are far easier to control in an enclosed 

environment. 

• Discreet: An major advantage of a marijuana grow kit is the fact that 

they hide your grow away from prying eyes. While the tent is designed 

to keep light out and in, it serves a dual purpose because it also keeps 

your grow private and away from inquisitive people. This is vital for 

stealth growers. 

• Odorless: Marijuana grows give off a far more pungent odor than 

other grow types. Many marijuana grow tents have built-in carbon 

filters to eliminate odors. Your living space will remain fresh and odor-

free, while your grow remains secret and undetectable. 

• Low maintenance: A marijuana kit requires less maintenance than a 

grow room, for example. Your equipment is in a single, compact space 

and is mostly automated. This makes it simpler to monitor things and 

correct problems. As an added bonus, less monitoring means your 

weed plants are disturbed less and this enhances growth. 

• High yields: Because a marijuana grow kit can provide ideal growing 

conditions, you should enjoy higher yields and top-quality harvests. 



• Insulated: A marijuana grow kit creates an insulated environment for 

your marijuana plants to flourish in. First, the tent keeps pests and 

bugs out. Second, it keeps light in and out when appropriate. When 

your grow lights are on, the reflective interior enhances the light and 

the marijuana grow tent prevents light from escaping. When your grow 

lights are off, the tent prevents outside light from seeping in, allowing 

your cannabis plants much-needed rest. 

 


